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ABSTRACT
People can record their pending tasks using to-do lists, digital assistants, and other task management software. In doing so, users of
these systems face at least two challenges: (1) they must manually
mark their tasks as complete, and (2) when systems proactively
remind them about their pending tasks, say, via interruptive notifications, they lack information on task completion status. As a
result, people may not realize the full benefits of to-do lists (since
these lists can contain both completed and pending tasks) and they
may be reminded about tasks they have already done (wasting time
and causing frustration). In this paper, we present methods to automatically detect task completion. These inferences can be used to
deprecate completed tasks and/or suppress notifications for these
tasks (or for other purposes, e.g., task prioritization). Using log data
from a popular digital assistant, we analyze temporal dynamics
in the completion of tasks and train machine-learned models to
detect completion with accuracy exceeding 80% using a variety
of features (time elapsed since task creation, task content, email,
notifications, user history). The findings have implications for the
design of intelligent systems to help people manage their tasks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Task management applications, productivity applications, and digital assistants store and remind people about their pending personal
and work tasks [8]. Tasks can be explicitly specified by users (e.g.,
added to to-do lists) [11] or inferred from user data (e.g., commitments and requests extracted from email communications [16] or
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Pending Tasks
“I’ll work on that later.”
Sen t to : Greg g Newton — 8/21/2018 , 12:43p m

Sno oze

View email

Completed

“I will find out what else they have.”
Sen t to : Clayton Jones — 8/25/2018 , 09:01a m

Sno oze

View email

Completed

! It looks like this task is already complete ...

“I will send you the file by end of day.”
Sen t to : Norma S aunde rs — 8/16/2018 , 10:54a m

Sno oze

View email

Completed

Not completed

Figure 1: Example of task completion detection in an intelligent system. Here, the system displays a user’s pending
tasks: commitment sentences (promises) mined from sent
email. The inferred completed task (third in the list) is in
gray with strikethrough. Selecting “Not completed” undoes
the effect of completion detection. If no such feedback is
given, after a short delay, the task could be deprecated.
search tasks mined from logs [60]). Supporting task retention addresses well-known limitations in human memory [41] and can
be combined with context-sensitive reminders [34] and attentionsensitive alerts [6] for prospective remembering.
Despite the advantages, users of systems that store and surface
pending tasks face at least two challenges: (1) task lists can grow
over time if new tasks get added and old tasks are not retired;
making task list management a burden and meaning that those lists
lose their utility as a way to highlight tasks in need of attention, and
(2) by ignoring task status, intelligent systems can notify users about
tasks that they have already completed, leading to unnecessary
interruption, frustration, and impeding user performance on their
current task (e.g., studies have shown that email notifications can be
highly disprutive [31]). Although tasks can be set to expire after a
fixed amount of time (say, a week), this is not ideal because it ignores
task state, meaning that tasks may still be active when they are
marked by the system as complete. Methods to more intelligently
flag and/or deprecate completed tasks are therefore desirable.
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In this paper, we tackle the challenge of automatic task completion detection. We show that the completion of pending tasks
by users can be accurately detected via machine-learned models
trained on user data. In web search, log data is mined and used
to estimate search success [27] and predict the likelihood of task
continuation (the opposite of completion) [2, 39]. Applying task
completion detection models in intelligent systems such as digital
assistants has the potential to, e.g., reduce the number of nonactionable notifications that users receive. Figure 1 shows an example of how task completion detection could be applied to a set of
pending commitments extracted from email (the dataset used in this
study, described in detail later). In this example, the system displays
tasks with a completion probability above a predefined threshold
in a gray font with strikethrough, offering users the option to undo.
These tasks can be quickly archived and removed from the list if no
recourse is requested. Even in a notification suppression scenario
(our focus later), the assistant may choose to not alert users about
tasks that are likely complete but may still show them in a task list,
to provide visibility on which tasks are inferred complete and offer
recourse. Applying the estimated likelihood of task completion for
task ranking and task prioritization represents other ways to help
users focus their attention on what tasks remain to be done.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Introduce task completion detection as an important new machinelearning challenge, with numerous applications in intelligent
systems, including digital assistants, task management systems,
and productivity applications.
• Analyze task completion data from a popular digital assistant,
revealing important trends in the temporal dynamics of task
completion per task priority, intent, and timing (see Section 3.2).
• Train machine-learned classifiers to automatically detect the completion of tasks using a range of signals, including time elapsed
since task initiation, contextual signals, and aspects of the task
itself (e.g., time until due date).
• Present implications for the design of intelligent systems from
being able to accurately detect task completion.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We first
present related work, in areas including task management and task
completion. We then describe the dataset and associated analysis.
The paper then covers the detection of task completion, including experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our models. Next,
we discuss our findings and their implications for the design of
intelligent systems. We then conclude with a summary of our contributions and pointers to avenues of future work.

2

RELATED WORK

Research in three areas is particularly relevant: (a) task management,
(b) task completion in general, and (c) task completion in search.

2.1

Task Management

A range of best practices have been proposed to help people manage
and prioritize their tasks [3, 17]. To assist in this process, computer
systems have been developed to help people capture tasks in a
lightweight manner and support their completion via higher-order
activities such as planning, question answering, and problem solving [8]. Tasks can be defined manually by users or systems can
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detect current tasks and forecast future tasks based on computer
activities [54]. Work on issue tracking and forecasting in software
development and project management is also relevant [37].
The process of manually creating task lists can be beneficial (e.g.,
to reduce intrusive thoughts connected to unfinished goals [45]), but
it is also burdensome and may even be ineffective if disconnected
from how the task will be performed [25]. Actionable statements
mined from user data such as electronic mail and instant messages
[9, 16, 50] can be added to task lists. However, a failure to retire tasks
as they are completed reduces the value of task enumeration since
it could soon be unclear which tasks require attention. Populationscale data has been used to estimate the amount of time required to
complete a task [61] but not whether pending tasks are completed.

2.2

Task Completion in General

Prior work on task completion prediction is somewhat related to
task completion detection. Prediction research has targeted time estimation [52], especially the effects of overconfidence and optimism
biases on how much time people expect tasks to take [12, 33]. Time
estimation failures have implications for task management: underestimating duration may make users more willing to add items
to their task lists even if they are incapable of completing them
in the desired timeframe. Support for remembering future tasks,
so-called prospective memory [22], is a core capability of tools to
assist with task completion [41]. Beyond simply remembering, successful prospective memory requires recall at the appropriate time.
Systems can employ context-sensitive reminding to jog memories
about the information people are likely to forget [34], while also
considering factors such as current attentional demand [6].
Digital assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and
Microsoft Cortana provide timers to help people track short time
durations and enable users to create reminders to remember to
perform future tasks [26], even if the specific task timeframe is imprecise [53]. These reminders can be triggered by contextual cues
such as time or location (or combinations thereof [19, 44]). Research
on characteristics of interruptive notifications has explored how
to design notifications to help people better prioritize and manage
their tasks [51]. Work on notification strategies has focused on
factors such as user busyness [30] and task urgency [58], but, importantly, not on whether the task is still valid (e.g., is incomplete)
at notification time.
Research on activity recognition is also relevant (e.g., [7, 55]),
where the goal is to detect the current task that a person is performing and hence also recognize the boundaries (start and end)
of that task or sub-task. Although similar, completion detection
focuses on methods to infer the status of a task, whereas activity
detection would focus on recognizing the task itself. Research on
task recognition and planning [59] focuses on understanding task
objectives and the next steps/tasks required to complete the task,
versus completion detection as we describe in this paper.

2.3

Task Completion in Search

Tasks play a central role in information seeking and retrieval. By
considering aspects of the task, we can better predict information
behavior [42] and build more effective information systems [57].
Researchers have studied different characteristics of search tasks,
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including complexity [13], difficulty [4], and other facets such as
type [43] and time sensitivity [48]. Research on task stage has
examined its impact on relevance criteria [56] and search behavior
[40]. Task progress and completion is important in the design of
systems to support user studies in information retrieval [10].
Search tasks can be short-term (single search sessions) or longterm (spanning multiple sessions). In analysis of short-term search
tasks, clicks on search results are often used as a signal of task
completion that is used in ranking algorithms [1, 32]. Research on
search satisfaction enhances click signals with additional information about landing page dwell times [23, 38] and post-click query
reformulation [28] to better estimate whether users are satisfied.
Focusing on search success, Hassan et al. [27] modeled session-level
search goals and showed that models using search behavior could
accurately predict session success. Beyond engagement with the
search engine, terminal URLs (last clicks in search trails or search
sessions) have also been used to identify completion events [21, 62].
Research on abandonment has attempted to estimate whether users
are satisfied with search results without needing to click [20]. Task
completion time has been used to evaluate search algorithms [63].
Long-term tasks can be explicitly labeled by searchers [36] or
extracted automatically from search logs [60]. Liu and Belkin [43]
examined the structure (parallel or dependent) of tasks that extend
across different sessions, for search personalization. Research on
automatically predicting the continuation of long-running tasks
[2, 39] can assist with task completion detection and be used in tools
such as SearchBar [49] to support task continuation across sessions.
While the focus on task completion in search is on learning from
search activity (e.g., using long dwells or last clicks [38]), tasks
manifest in many ways outside of search engine interactions and
evidence of task completion takes many forms.

2.4

Contributions over Previous Work

We make several contributions over prior work. First, we focus
on task completion detection, an important new machine-learning
challenge in the task management domain. This can be used in
applications such as digital assistants and productivity software.
Second, although there has been work on lightweight tools to capture tasks (or even extract them from communications), there have
been no attempts to ensure that intelligent systems have accurate
knowledge of pending tasks, to help focus people’s attention during
visual inspection of task lists or to decide which tasks are worth
notifying people about. Third, although there has been research on
search success and search task continuation, detecting task completion is an unexplored area. Fourth, through mining large-scale tasks
data from a popular digital assistant, we show noteworthy trends in
when people complete tasks and how that varies with task properties, including task intent and task priority. Finally, we demonstrate
the feasibility of building machine-learned models to accurately
detect task completion. This has implications for designing systems
to help people better manage their tasks.

3

DATA

We use a random sample of task data from around 1.2 million users
of the Microsoft Cortana digital assistant deployed to consumers in
the United States (en-us locale). The assistant tracks commitments
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(first-person statements of actionable intent) made in email between
users and other individuals, e.g., “I’ll send the report by end of day.”
Additional examples of commitment sentences are shown in Figure
1. The assistant identifies commitments from emails using methods
similar to previous work [16]. In total, a sample of 3,006,218 commitments collected in 2017 and 2018 are used in this study (average
per user=2.34 tasks, standard deviation=4.89 tasks, median=1 task).
To preserve privacy, text was anonymized by replacing each token
in each commitment sentence with a one-way hash early in the
data processing pipeline. To ensure that the list of commitments
does not grow indefinitely, commitments persist in the assistant interface canvas for up to 14 days following the original commitment
being made in email. As a result, we focus on temporal dynamics
and completion detection during a 14-day timeframe.

3.1

Task Completion Labels

After the commitment task has been identified by the digital assistant, metadata is extracted by proprietary algorithms, including
any due dates that are mentioned. In total, 24.1% of commitments
in the dataset contain due dates and on average, that date falls
within 1.78 days of the commitment being made in email (standard
deviation=2.62 days, median=0.71 days). 86.3% of commitments are
made on weekdays. Commitments made on days immediately preceding at least one weekend day (i.e., made on Friday or Saturday)
have a significantly longer time until due than those made on other
days of the week (Friday/Saturday: average=1.95 days, median=1.00
days; Other: average=1.74 days, median=0.68 days, unpaired t-test:
t(723835)=−46.81, p < 0.001). In Cortana, the due date determines
when the assistant should trigger notifications to remind users to
complete the pending task. Periodic notifications are also shown to
users if no due date appears in the commitment text. As mentioned
earlier, we target notification triggering as the primary application
scenario for task completion detection (one of many) and we focus
on that in the remainder of the paper.
In intelligent systems such as digital assistants, tasks can be
shown to users in lists or pushed to them via notifications. Users
can interact with tasks in several ways (e.g., clicking “Completed”
as in Figure 1). Cortana provides an affordance similar to Figure
1, which allows users to explicitly indicate task completion. These
“Completed” clicks help form the ground truth for our study. However, they only tell us the task was completed by some time, not
when completion occurred (i.e., they are an upper bound of task
completion time). We employ the log data from Cortana by focusing
on a notifications scenario, where the goal is to only notify users
for tasks that are not yet completed.
Given a task initiated at datetime ti and a datetime representing the system decision point (tn ) (when the system must decide
whether to notify), determine whether the task is already complete
by tn . Since our analysis is log-based/retrospective, we cannot control when notifications are shown to users. Instead, we simulate
that system decision point by picking a random notification delay
(d) after ti and using whether the task is complete by tn as the
completion label. Specifically, we apply the following steps for each
commitment task initiated at ti :
(1) Generate d, a random integer between 1 and 14 days (inclusive).
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3.2

Temporal Dynamics

3.2.1 Task Completion Over Time. Using the labels generated from
the process described above we can also analyze some of the temporal dynamics of task completion. Specifically, we can study how
quickly tasks are completed in general and how this temporal task
completion distribution changes with different tasks. On each day
from 1-14 days after ti , we compute the fraction of tasks that are
already completed. Since d is generated randomly, there is some
variance in the completion percentages at each d, depending on
how d is distributed. To help address this, we randomly split the
data for each d into five folds and report the mean average and
standard error completion percentage at each d.
In addition to the distribution across all tasks, we consider two
aspects of the commitments: (1) intent and (2) activity. Since we
lack labels from users, we look for terminology in the commitment sentence that reflects these aspects. For priority, we look for
words or phrases reflective of a high priority task (e.g., “asap,” “is
urgent,” “is important”) (building on the priority vocabulary used
in [29]). In total, 8.2% of the commitment sentences in the data
set contain priority language. We ran proprietary intent classifiers
(which use constituency trees and word embeddings to extract
action-object pairs from text) on the commitments to identify the
intent to perform one or more the following actions: call, email,
investigate, payment, meeting, and information. Some action intent
was detected in 7.8% of commitments. We inspect the temporal
completion distributions for tasks containing the three most common intents appearing in commitments in our dataset (call [in 3.0%
of all commitments], email [1.3%], and investigate [1.4%]). Action

Percentage of tasks complete

Randomized selection of tn was our chosen simulation strategy,
primarily for simplicity. It is also desirable because it allows us to
frame the problem as binary classification and is similar to how
such a classifier could be used in practice, e.g., to gate notifications.
Alternatives (e.g., fixed offset(s) from ti ) are also feasible, but this
involves making arbitrary decisions about d when the notification
strategy would likely vary per application.
Note that we could not use the timing of the “Completed” clicks
as positives because they could fall well after the task is actually
completed, and it is not realistic to assume that the system would
need to make decisions exactly at the time that users are clicking
“Completed.” Instead, we select random, simulated notification times
{tn } and use the occurrence of “Completed” clicks by those times
to generate positive and negative labels.
Labels are distributed as 1,531,747 (51.0%) positive and 1,474,471
(49.0%) negative. Task completion is time dependent: the fraction
of tasks completed depends on d. We now explore those temporal
dynamics in more detail.

Completion at days since ti (±SEM)
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Priority tasks
All tasks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Days since ti (d)

(a) Average task completion by tn for all tasks
and for tasks with priority language
Completion at days since ti (±SEM)
80%

Percentage of tasks complete

(2) Add d days to ti to generate the point in time when the system
must decide whether to show a notification to the user (tn ). For
simplicity, we assume that the only factor in this decision is
completion status, but as discussed later, there are many factors
in deciding whether to present interruptive notifications.
(3) Check whether the task was marked by the user as completed
(we have observed a “Completed” click) at some time before tn :
(a) If yes, assign the task a positive label (complete by tn ).
(b) If no, assign the task a negative label (incomplete by tn ).
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70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Call tasks
Email tasks
Investigate tasks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Days since ti (d)

(b) Average task completion by tn for tasks
broken out by intent class
Figure 2: Percentage of tasks completed by tn (i.e., ti + d).
Distributions shown (a) all tasks (solid line) and tasks with
priority language (dashed line), and (b) three most common
task intents: call, email, and investigate (top to bottom). Error bars denote standard error of the mean (±SEM).
intent classification and priority language flagging is performed
early in the data processing pipeline, before token hashing.
The results in Figure 2a show the task completion percentage
over time, ranging from 28.1% at the end of the first day to 69.2%
at the end of the fourteenth day.1 The upward trend is expected as
people make progress over time, but the specific percentages are
1 The

remaining 30.8% of commitments were not marked complete in 14 days of t i .

Percentage of tasks complete
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Completion at tn given weekend to
weekday split since t i (±SEM)
40%

35.87%
31.40%

32.25%

30%

3.2.3 Summary. The presence of the temporal trends noted in this
section is promising for task completion detection. Even simple
features such as the amount of time elapsed since ti and number
of weekdays appear correlated with completion likelihood. We can
include features related to time, intent, and priority, and many other
signals, in learned models to detect task completion. We describe
the models and their evaluation in the next section.

4
20%
More weekend

Same

More weekday

Relative weekend to weekday split

Figure 3: Percentage of tasks already completed by tn (i.e.,
ti + d), broken out by the relative split of weekend days and
weekdays between ti and tn (limited to cases where d=2 days).
Error bars denote standard error of the mean (±SEM).
valuable new knowledge, including for the learning task described
later. Focusing on tasks containing priority language, we see that
they are more likely to be completed more quickly on the first day
(35.4%) and at the end of the fourteenth day (76.8%). The presence
of such clear differences in completion rate per priority language
bodes well for task completion detection. However, we were also
interested in whether more subtle effects, specifically, those related
to task intent, impacted task completion distributions. Figure 2b
shows the task completion distributions for call, email, and investigate tasks. Interestingly, there are differences in the distributions
across these task types. Call tasks are completed more quickly, followed by email, and then by investigate. This ordering may reflect
the relative complexity (on average) of these different task types.
Call tasks may also tend more towards faster completion because
they represent a more direct interpersonal promise versus sending
an email. Call and email tasks appear similar for the first few days,
perhaps because there are some email tasks that can be handled as
quickly as a short telephone call.
3.2.2 Task Completion Per Weekends and Weekdays. In addition to
analyzing the task completion rates per d, we were also interested
in whether there were differences associated with the number of
weekend days and weekdays in the time from ti to tn . Weekdays
(Monday to Friday) are workdays in the United States, so it is
reasonable to assume that more tasks might get done on weekdays.
We computed the completion rate at tn as a function of the relative
number of weekend days and weekdays in the time since ti . There
can be many confounds in such analysis that make a fair comparison
difficult, e.g., to observe four weekend days, the time period needs to
include at least five weekdays. To address this, we focus on d=2 days
and compute three groups: (1) More weekend (two weekend days
and no weekdays), (2) Same (one weekend day and one weekday),
and (3) More weekday (no weekend days and two weekdays). We
computed the average completion percentage at tn for each of the
three groups. The values are shown in Figure 3. The task completion
percentage is higher when there are more weekdays. The differences
between completion percentages are significant using a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (F (2,214923)=148.64, p < 0.0001).

DETECTING TASK COMPLETION

We now describe the methods used to detect task completion and
the evaluation of those methods to determine their effectiveness.
We use the dataset described in the previous section and focus on
the specific challenge of detecting completion of a pending task
by time tn based on signals from a variety of sources. We ground
this in a notification scenario, where a system must decide at tn
whether to notify a user about a pending task. We assume that if the
task is truly complete by tn , the user will not want to be notified.

4.1

Methods

We train binary classifiers to detect task completion. We use the
completion labels described in the previous section as the ground
truth and the commitments dataset as a source of training and test
data, from which we extract many different features. The features
are divided into the following five classes:
4.1.1 Time: The amount of time that has elapsed between ti and
the time of the anticipated notification tn (i.e., d). Empirical analysis
in the previous section already showed the strong relationship
between d and task completion percentages. Given the differences
in task completion percentages noted in Figure 3, we also include a
feature for the number of weekdays between ti and tn .
4.1.2 Commitment: Text content of the commitment, including
n-grams (up to 3-grams) extracted from the anonymized (token
hashed) text. Some features were computed pre-anonymization.
These include frequency counts of action verbs [14] and priority
language, as well as features about the due date (e.g., whether there
is a due date and the time between tn and that datetime). This also
includes features about who has the responsibility to complete the
commitment: the promisee or a delegate, or whether it is shared
between multiple individuals. There are also additional features
on the strength of the commitment (e.g., whether it is conditional).
Finally, the output of the proprietary binary classifiers that identify
the intent of the commitment (e.g., email, call, etc.) (described in
detail in Section 3.2.1) are included as additional binary features.
4.1.3 Email: The email from which the commitment is drawn may
provide additional insight on the task. The full text of the source
email or email thread is unavailable in this study. We do have access
to the email subject (anonymized as with the commitment text)
from which we extract features including: n-grams, whether email
is a reply, subject token lengths, whether the subject is a question,
etc. Additional features about number of recipients on To:, Cc:, and
Bcc:, as well the number of unique email domains are also included,
since they may reveal details about the breadth of the commitment
and whether or not it is made across organizational boundaries.
Future studies could use such data to generate more sophisticated
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email features, such as those based on follow-up emails sent by tn
with replies indicating completion, or any links or attachments.
4.1.4 Notifications: After the commitment is made, Cortana will
send the user occasional notifications to remind them about their
pending tasks. The presence of such notifications between ti and
tn may be a good indication of task completion since the user is
prompted to both (a) recall the commitment made and (b) provide
feedback about the completion status. Overall, notifications were
generated for 15.6% of commitments in our dataset. The average
time ti until first notification was 0.64 days (standard deviation=1.27
days, median=0.30 days). There are two types of notification: (1)
toast notifications, which generate popup reminders, and (2) ghost
notifications, which are placed directly into the notification center in
the operating system. Both types can be viewed in the notification
center for around two days post triggering. We featurize various
aspects of the notifications using the information available between
ti and tn for task completion detection (see Table 1). In Cortana,
users need not interact with notifications to indicate completion.
They can access their pending tasks on the assistant canvas or in
the notification center at any time and mark tasks as complete.
4.1.5 User: Since there are multiple commitments for 37.7% of the
users in our dataset, we could also use commitment task completion
history features from the time before tn . We count the number
of tasks and the average and standard deviation time until task
completion for that user. For time until task completion, the task
needs to be explicitly marked as complete by the user before tn .
The complete list of features used for completion detection is
shown in Table 1, along with a description of each feature.

4.2

Learning Algorithms

We experimented with several common learning algorithms for task
completion detection: logistic regression (LR), gradient boosting
decision trees (GBDT, [24]) and neural networks. Since this is the
first study of task completion detection, we wanted to understand
the effectiveness of these well-known methods before developing
more sophisticated approaches. We now describe each algorithm.
Logistic Regression: Logistic regression yields compact, interpretable models that have been previously used for task modeling
on email (e.g., [16]). We train an LR model using the attributes
described in Table 1 as features. Note that all features in Table 1
are numerical except for the text description of the task and the
subject of the email. Numerical features can be passed directly to
the model post-normalization. For the text attributes, we generate
n-grams (up to 3-grams) and use n-gram TF-IDF values as features.
Gradient Boosted Trees: Gradient boosting techniques produce a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models (e.g., decision trees). GBDT is a widely-used machine
learning algorithm that has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art
performance in many machine learning tasks. Its advantages include efficiency, accuracy, robustness to missing or noisy data, and
interpretability. We use LightGBM [35] for our experiments. LightGBM is a gradient boosted decision tree implementation optimized
for high computational speed and low memory consumption.
Neural Networks: Motivated by the recent advances in applying neural network methods to natural language understanding
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tasks, we use a neural network approach to better represent the
commitment text and combine it with other numerical features.
Given a task description (i.e., commitment text) T with a list of
words w i , i ∈ 1..n, we aim to embed it into a fixed size representation vector. For each word w i in the commitment sentence, we first
transform them into dense vectors through a word embedding matrix W ∈ Rdim×|V | . Here, |V | is the vocabulary size and dim is the
dimensionality of the word embedding. We cannot use pre-trained
word embeddings since we use the anonymized (token hashed) version of the text, hence we train our own word embedding vectors
using a skip-gram hierarchical SoftMax model [47].
After placing words with their embedding vectors, we apply a
bi-directional RNN with GRU cells to the text, scanning it forward
and backward. We obtain the hidden state hi for each word w i in
the appointment subject T by concatenating the forward hidden
state and the backward hidden state. To generate a single vector
representing the whole task description T , we leverage the attention
mechanism [5] and use the weighted average of the hidden states
to represent T . Finally, we concatenate the text representation with
other numeric features and pass them to the final classifier.

4.3

Evaluation

To evaluate the model, we split the full dataset of 3,006,218 commitment tasks to training, validation, and test datasets. We split the
dataset such that we have a validation set of 50K instances and a
test set of 50K instances. This leaves us with 2,906,218 instances for
training. Data was split based on user identifier such that data from
any given user would belong to either training, validation, or test
data. We used the validation set to tune all hyperparameters (L1 and
L2 weights for LR, learning rate, boosting iterations and number of
leaves for LightGBM and batch size, learning rate, dropout rate, and
GRU hidden unit size for deep learning). We use the test data for
evaluation and report metrics including accuracy, F1, and area under the precision-recall curve (AUC). To test statistical significance,
we use two-tailed t-tests with bootstrap sampling (n = 10).
4.3.1 Overall Results. The overall performance results are presented in Table 2 for all three models. The results show that the
LR model performs worst; in terms of F1-measure. The LightGBM
and the Neural Network models perform better. Their performance
is comparable, with a slight improvement in F1-measure over the
Neural Network model. Note that the main advantage of the Neural Network model is that it can better encode the commitment
text. We will show in the ablation study below that removing the
commitment text results in a small loss of performance as other
commitment features tend to carry similar information. This may
explain why the Neural Network model has less than the expected
gain over the other models. Investigating different model architectures might be necessary to realize additional performance gains. In
summary, the results show that we can predict task completion with
both F1 and accuracy exceeding 80% and that the Neural Network
model yields the best performance. The LightGBM model yields
slightly lower performance but has the advantages of being simpler,
more interpretable, and is faster to train.
4.3.2 Effect of Data Volume. We vary the training set size from
25K instances to 3M instances and observe the performance of each
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Table 1: Features used for the detection of task completion, broken out by feature class.
Feature

Description

Time class
TimeElapsed
NumWeekdays

Amount of time elapsed from commitment being made (t i ) until the prospective notification time (t n )
Number of workdays (Mon-Fri) from commitment being made (t i ) until the prospective notification time (t n )

Commitment class
CommitmentText
[DayOfWeek | Hour | Minute]CommitmentMade
CommitmentMadeOnWeekend
ConfidenceScore
CommitmentTokenLength
CommitmentCharLength
CommitmentAvgTokenLength
CommitmentExclamationCount
CommitmentQuestionMarkCount
CommitmentCommaCount
CommitmentPeriodCount
IsSharedResponsibility
IsSoleResponsibility
IsDelegatedResponsibility
UndefinedResponsibility
HasObligation
IsConditional
IsHedge
HasX Intent
NumActionWordsPhrasesCommitment
NumPriorityWordsPhrasesCommitment
HasDueDate
[Day | Hour | Minute]Due
IsWeekendDue
MadeDueDateDiff
NotificationDueDateDiff

n -grams in anonymized commitment text
When the commitment was made
Whether commitment is made on a weekend
Confidence score (in range [0,1]) from the commitment extraction model
Token count of commitment text
Character count of commitment text
Average length of tokens in the commitment text
Number of exclamation marks in the commitment
Number of question marks in the commitment
Number of commas in the commitment
Number of periods in the commitment
Whether commitment language suggests that multiple people could handle the task (e.g., “we will”, “we’ll”)
Whether commitment language suggests that a single person will handle the task (e.g., “I will”, “I’ll”)
Whether commitment language suggests that someone else will handle the task (e.g., “they will”, “ ⟨firstname ⟩ will”)
Whether commitment has no language on single, shared, or delegated responsibility
Whether commitment language mentions an obligation to others (e.g., “for you”, “to them”)
Whether commitment is conditioned on another event or action (if . . . then)
Whether commitment language suggests that the promisee is hedging (e.g., “I can”, “I may”)
Commitment intent as detected by proprietary classifier (X ∈ {Payment,Email,Investigate,Meeting,Information,Call,None})
Number of action verbs in the commitment text
Number of words or phrases suggesting priority in the commitment text
Whether commitment has a due date (td )
When the commitment is due
Whether commitment is due on a weekend
Time between t i and td
Time between t n and td , including negative values (i.e., task is overdue)

Email class
SubjectText
SubjectTokenLength
SubjectCharLength
SubjectAvgTokenLength
SubjectExclamationCount
SubjectQuestionMarkCount
SubjectIsEmpty
NumActionWordsPhrasesSubject
NumPriorityWordsPhrasesSubject
SubjectIsQuestion
IsReply
IsForward
ToCount
CcCount
BccCount
NumUniqueDomains

n -grams in anonymized email subject
Token count of email subject
Character count of email subject
Average length of words in the email subject
Number of exclamation marks in the email subject
Number of question marks in the email subject
Whether the subject is empty
Number of action verbs in the email subject
Number of priority words or phrases in the email subject
Whether email subject ends with question mark
Whether email is a reply (subject starts with “re:” or similar)
Whether email is a forward (subject starts with “fwd:” or similar)
Number of recipients on the To: line
Number of recipients on the Cc: line
Number of recipients on the Bcc: line
Number of unique email domains across the sender and all email recipients

Notifications class (based on the timespan between t i and t n )
TotalNotificationCount
TotalToastNotificationCount
TotalGhostNotificationCount
TotalNotificationTime
TotalToastNotificationTime
TotalGhostNotificationTime
TimeSinceLastNotification
TimeSinceLastToastNotification
TimeSinceLastGhostNotification
IsNotificationActive
IsToastNotificationActive
IsGhostNotificationActive
TimeToFirstNotification
TimeToFirstToastNotification
TimeToFirstGhostNotification

Total number of notifications shown
Total number of toast notifications (popups)
Total number of ghost notifications (direct to “notification center” in operating system)
Total time (in days) notifications are active
Total time (in days) toast notifications are active
Total time (in days) ghost notifications are active
Time (in days) between t n and last notification
Time (in days) between t n and last toast notification
Time (in days) between t n and last ghost notification
Whether any notification is still active at t n
Whether a toast notification is still active at t n
Whether a ghost notification is still active at t n
Time (in days) from t i to the first notification
Time (in days) from t i to the first toast notification
Time (in days) from t i to the first ghost notification

User class (based on time before t n )
UserHistoricTaskCount
UserAvgTaskCompletionTime
UserStDevTaskCompletionTime

Total number of historic tasks from that user
Average of time to complete tasks from that user (tasks must be marked as complete by t n )
Standard deviation in time to complete tasks from that user (tasks must be marked as complete by t n )
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Table 2: Performance of completion detection models on full
dataset (same features, different learning algorithms). Significance testing performed using two-tailed t-tests, differences between all pairs (in F1) are significant with p < 0.01.
Model
Logistic Regression
LightGBM
Neural Network

Precision

Recall

F1

Accuracy

87.17
78.92
87.67

73.87
83.90
77.40

79.97
81.37
82.21

81.11
80.48
83.00

Completion detection performance given
different amounts of training data (±SEM)
0.83
83.0
0.82
82.0

F1 measure

0.81
81.0
0.80
80.0
0.79
79.0
0.78
78.0
0.77
77.0
0.76
76.0

Logistic Regression
Neural Network
LightGBM

75.0
0.75
74.0
0.74
25K

50K

100K

200K

400K

800K

1.5M

3M

Training dataset size

Figure 4: Performance (as measured using F1-measure) of all
models with various training set sizes ranging from 25K to
3M. Error bars denote standard error of the mean (±SEM).
model. Figure 4 reports the performance at different dataset sizes
per model. The figure shows that the LR model performs the worst
at all data points. Interestingly, it performs reasonably well even
when very little training data is used (75.34 and 76.11 F1-measure
at 25K and 50K training data size). The performance improves as
more training data is added reaching an F1-measure of 79.97 when
the full dataset is used. Both the LightGBM and the Neural Network
model outperform the LR model regardless of the training dataset
size. The LightGBM model tends to perform the best when little
training data is available (100K or less), while the Neural Network
model performs better when more training data is added. Both
models seem to benefit from adding more data, and the gain from
adding more data is slightly larger for the Neural Network model.
4.3.3 Effect of Features Used. As shown in Table 1, we used a
variety of features for the detection task. To understand the impact
of the different feature classes, we experimented with dropping
every feature class and comparing the performance of the model
to that of the model using all features. We also tried training the
model on only one feature class at a time and compared this to the
performance of the full model. We use the LightGBM model for
this experiment since it yields similar performance to the Neural
Network model and is much faster to train. The results are shown
in Table 3 and Table 4. In addition to the absolute performance, the
table also shows the relative change compared to the model that

uses all features. Significance testing is performed comparing the
models trained on feature subsets with the model using all features.
Table 3 shows that as features are removed, the detection performance of the model decreases for most feature classes. The Time,
Email, and Notification feature classes tend to have little to no impact on the performance when each is removed. If we examine the
performance of the model when trained on only time, notification,
or email features, we see that all of them have useful information for
predicting task completion (Table 4). This suggests that the model
could rely on other features to get the same information when any
of these feature classes is missing. Although time is a strong signal
of task completion likelihood (shown in earlier analysis, Figure 2),
the performance of the model drops only slightly when the time
features are excluded. In this case, other features, such as the notification features may provide enough signal about time elapsed
since ti to counteract the loss of the time elapsed feature.
Interestingly, removing the commitment text does not seem to
have significant impact on the performance either. This suggests
that the text adds little value compared to other commitment features (many of them describe different characteristics of the commitment text such as the existence of action words, priority words,
etc.). This also explains the earlier results showing the impact of
a more complex model for encoding the text (the Neural Network
model) is limited compared to other much simpler models. Conversely, removing all commitments features seems to have the most
significant impact (with respect to dropping other feature classes)
on the model performance (−14.75%). In addition, the Commitment
feature class also shows the best results when it is the only feature
class used for prediction. Finally, we notice that the user features
have the second largest impact on the model performance when
dropped (−7.80%). This suggests that the model performance could
be further improved by tailoring it to individuals via personalization or by customizing the model to specific user segments based
on engagement and other behavioral signals.
Overall, our findings suggest that we can accurately detect task
completion in this setting and that all features contribute. However,
the model does not heavily rely on a single feature group and can
still perform well in the absence of any feature class. We now discuss
our findings in more detail and present their implications.

5

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

We have shown that automatic detection of task completion may
be feasible at reasonable accuracies (~83%). This has implications
for the design of assistive technologies to, for example, help people
focus attention on unfinished tasks. Model accuracy is a reasonable
starting point given that this is the first study specifically targeting
automatic task completion detection. While careful user experience
design and user studies are needed in fielding a system using task
completion detection, it is a new area that will likely inspire further
work by others. There is an important next step in understanding
how users receive this technology and in determining how best
to communicate the imperfect completion inferences in ways that
help not hinder users. There are many options to do this and Figure
1 offered just one example of a potential user experience. We expect
that false positive rates will decline over time as more sophisticated
methods are developed and datasets with richer contextual signals
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Table 3: Performance of model variants after dropping one
feature class versus all features. Variants are ranked (asc) by
F1. Significance testing uses two-tailed t-tests, differences vs.
All Features (in F1) as: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
F1

%∆

Acc

%∆

All feature classes

81.37

—

80.48

—

Commitment∗∗

69.38
75.03
80.66
80.95
81.13
81.44

−14.75%
−7.80%
−0.86%
−0.52%
−0.29%
+0.08%

69.60
74.96
79.62
80.02
80.19
80.53

−13.52%
−6.86%
−1.07%
−0.58%
−0.37%
+0.06%

Model

—
— User∗∗
— Time∗∗
— Email∗
— Commitment Text
— Notifications

Table 4: Performance of model variants trained on one feature class versus utilizing all features. Variants are ranked
(desc) by F1. Significance testing uses two-tailed t-tests, differences vs. All Features (in F1) as: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
Model
All feature classes
Only∗∗

Commitment
User Only∗∗
Email Only∗∗
Commitment Text Only∗∗
Time Only∗∗
Notifications Only∗∗

F1

%∆

Acc

%∆

81.37

—

80.48

—

71.01
66.74
64.37
60.20
59.26
28.45

−12.72%
−17.98%
−20.89%
−26.02%
−27.17%
−65.04%

71.06
71.61
62.67
61.18
59.84
54.55

−11.70%
−11.02%
−22.13%
−23.98%
−25.64%
−32.22%

(e.g., calendar appointments, search queries, visits to businesses)
become available, with user consent. When algorithms are deployed,
we would need to collect data on their efficacy (e.g., fraction of clicks
on “Not completed” in Figure 1) to both improve model performance
and tailor them to individual users or user cohorts.
Task completion detection is a new challenge in machine learning and data mining, and as such there are no established baselines.
That being said, there is strong signal in the features used, with
accuracy values well above the marginal, which is just over 50%.
We experimented with several learning algorithms with varying
complexities and highlighted that more complex models (Neural
Networks) could yield better performance but also that simpler models (Gradient Boosted Trees) could yield very good performance.
These simpler models are inexpensive to implement and run in
milliseconds [35] and hence can be run at scale over billions of
emails and other task sources.
We focused on a notification scenario as a way of motivating
the label generation methodology and grounding the evaluation
in a meaningful application of task completion detection (i.e., suppressing notifications for completed tasks). Notifications is one of
many possible applications of task completion detection (others
include task prioritization and task deprecation [as in Figure 1]).
We need to work with system designers and users to understand
the scenarios where this technology can be most useful, e.g., for
workflow/protocol management in socio-technical systems [15],
where people are often required to report task completion manually.
For notifications, we did not consider the many factors that impact a decision to notify a user, including the current task context

[18] and the notification priority [46]. In practice, completion detection could be a component in an interruptive notifications pipeline,
perhaps serving to gate notifications from reaching ranking, rendering, and alerting components further down the pipeline. We also
focused on a specific type of task: inferred tasks (commitments)
mined from email. We need to experiment with user-defined tasks
and different task types, including incoming requests (e.g., “Can
you share the report?”), to-do list items, and document comments,
to determine the generalizability of our methods. Each domain has
its own signals and definitions of completion and those need to be
considered when developing completion detection models.
The user features had an outsized impact given the small number of user features used in the study. Future work could explore
segmenting users based on engagement levels, as there may be
behavioral traits (e.g., diligently marking tasks as complete) which
lead to differences in detection performance for different subclasses
of users. The effectiveness of the user features also suggests that
personalized task completion detection models would be worth
exploring. Beyond current features in the User class (e.g., average
completion time), there are likely other signals in personal activities, as well as general character traits, that could enable completion
detection to be tailored to specific individuals. For example, users
who typically respect deadlines may be more likely to complete new
tasks before a deadline. This trait could be inferred from historic
task completion activity with respect to extracted due dates.
Our focus in this paper has been on detecting task completion.
A more general problem is task progression (measuring progress
toward completion, of which task completion is a special case). One
way to do this could be based on the amount of time that the task
is estimated to take to complete (from distributional duration data
[61]) or from historic data for a user, and the time that user has
spent on the task so far [54]. Further work is needed to understand
the feasibility of progression detection, including how intelligent
systems should adapt to individual differences in task behavior.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Detecting task completion is an important challenge with several
potential applications to help people focus on what needs their
attention (versus what has already been accomplished). The success of the methods presented in this paper is promising for the
enhancement of digital assistants and other intelligent systems with
task completion detection capabilities. This can be employed for
many applications, ranging from notification suppression to task
prioritization. As the first study to introduce the task completion detection challenge, there are numerous opportunities for next steps.
Future work will explore enhancements to the machine-learned
models created for this task (more sophisticated learning algorithms
and richer features), new data collection and integration efforts to
obtain more signals related to task completion (e.g., visits to businesses, search queries) with user consent, and an expansion to other
applications and task types. User studies are needed to understand
how users react to the receipt of this type of task support in practice
in different domains (including the impact on time spent and effort
expended), especially those such as task auto-deprecation (e.g., as
illustrated in Figure 1), where the effect of the task completion
inference visibly alters the user experience.
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